
With over 40 years of experience and 
innovation, Neyra is the most trusted 
name in the pavement maintenance 
industry. A family-owned company 
constructed on a foundation of quality 
and integrity, Neyra is more than just 
a manufacturer of superior paving 
products and surfacing solutions —  
WE ARE your business partner.

Through a mission to inspire people 
and have a positive impact on the 
organizations we serve, Neyra invests 
in the best people, customers and 
technology. We are committed to 
the growth and development of our 
customers while continuing a tradition 
built on quality assurance, performance 
consistency and exceptional service.

Experience the NEYRA difference

ASPHALT PAVEMENT SEALER

OUR  LEGACY

“your trusted business partner”

Neyra products are available nationally at our 
manufacturing plants and Neyra Pavement 
Products distribution centers as well as through 
various distributors and contractors.

 800.543.7077 www.neyra.com

    customerservice@neyra.com



ASPHALT EMULSION 
PAVEMENT SEALER
Neyra AE is Neyra’s newest polymer-modified, 
mineral reinforced asphalt emulsion sealer. 
Neyra AE performs with superior durability, 
adhesion and flexibility. Formulated as a 
weather protective, water resistant coating for 
asphalt surfaces, Neyra AE is environmentally 
friendly and has virtually no PAHS.

WHY ASPHALT  
PAVEMENT DETERIORATES

Unprotected pavement is damaged by 
environmental effects.

Sunlight, moisture and gasoline leave surface  
gray, open and porous.

Moisture is allowed to penetrate. Hydraulic 
pressure and freeze-thaw increases the size  
of the cracks.

Aggregate washes away and cracks grow larger.

Pavement begins to fail.

HOW NEYRA AE SEALER  
PROTECTS

Shields against the drying action of the sun  
and ultraviolet rays.

Protects against the number one pavement-
destroying force: water.

Resists damage caused by gasoline, oil, leaks  
and spills.

Bonds firmly to the surface to provide an  
even-textured, durable barrier.

Restores that rich, black look of new pavement.

NEYRA AE SEALER  
ADVANTAGES

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY  
Neyra AE is a low VOC, non-flammable 
coating that contains no coal tar to irritate 
skin or emit coal tar odors.

APPROVED FOR USE IN BANNED AREAS - 
LOW PAH CONTENT  
Contains less than 0.1% Polycyclic Aromatic 
Hydrocarbon (PAH) content. Approved for 
use in areas banning high PAH Sealers.

FAST DRY AND CURING  
Higher solids, polymer modified asphalt 
emulsion allows for a faster cure, opening  
to traffic faster.

PROTECTS AND BEAUTIFIES  
Neyra AE forms a tight seal that is 
impenetrable to the destructive effects 
of sun, water and chemicals giving your 
pavement a deep black long lasting color.

TOUGH AND DURABLE  
Neyra AE is a polymer modified, mineral 
reinforced asphalt emulsion blended with 
emulsifiers and surfactants for superior 
durability, adhesion and flexibility.

PRESERVES PROTECTS BEAUTIFIES

FOR OVER 40 YEARS…
Neyra Industries has been a leader in the 
pavement maintenance industry. It is our 
passion to develop high quality products 
that exceed industry standards and meet  
the individual needs of our customers.


